Building teamwork in leadership - McKinsey & Company
May 01, 2001 · At first, the new organization seemed to be taking shape, but months after its formation the CEO saw that the senior team was struggling to manage the performance of the company's business units, to respond to crises, and to develop a corporate strategy. He feared that the team's lackluster performance would hold back the rest of the organization.

World Trade Organization (WTO) - Encyclopedia Britannica
Jan 05, 1995 · World Trade Organization (WTO), international organization established to supervise and liberalize world trade. The WTO is the successor to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which was created in 1947 in the expectation that it would soon be replaced by a specialized agency of the United Nations (UN) to be called the International Trade Organization (ITO).

Contingency theory - Wikipedia
A contingency theory is an organizational theory that claims that there is no best way to organize a corporation, to lead a company, or to make decisions. Instead, the optimal course of action is contingent (dependent) upon the internal and external situation. Contingent leaders are flexible in choosing and adapting to succinct strategies to suit change in situation at a particular period in

ASWB Practice Tests - Varsity Tutors
Our completely free ASWB practice tests are the perfect way to brush up your skills. Take one of our many ASWB practice tests for a run-through of commonly asked questions. You will receive incredibly detailed scoring results at the end of your ASWB practice ...
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